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Abstract: Motion planning and control are two im-

portant aspects for mobile robot navigation. They are

often considered as two separate phases, leading to a

lack of robustness when experimented in real world

settings. The objective of the presented approach is

to bridge the gap between motion planning and mo-

tion control. Motion planning is performed in terms

of closed-loop sensor-based primitives rather than in

terms of a geometric path whose execution is more sen-

sitive to perception and motion uncertainties. Exper-

iments performed with the Hilare2 mobile robot show

the e�ectiveness of the algorithms for achieving robust

navigation in a priori known indoors environments.

1 Introduction

Motion planning and control are two important as-

pects required for mobile robot autonomous naviga-

tion. However, they are frequently considered as two

separate phases. Many motion planning techniques

have been proposed to produce a collision-free and

feasible path avoiding the obstacles of the workspace

(see [6] for a survey). Motion control then consists

in making the robot follow this path, possibly using a

potential-�eld based method [4, 5] for reacting to un-

expected obstacles sensed during the execution. Such

decoupled approach su�ers from a lack of robustness

when experimented in real world settings since the ex-

ecution of the planned trajectory is conditioned by

several sources of uncertainties.

Control and sensing errors are particularly signi�-

cant in the context of mobile robot navigation. Indeed,

mobile robots are not generally equipped with an abso-

lute positioning system and are subject to cumulative

dead-reckoning errors. Such inaccuracies in localizing

the robot with respect to its environment may lead

to execution failures. To overcome the uncertainty

accumulated during the motions, the robot can be

equipped with environment sensors that provide addi-

tional information by identifying appropriate features

of the workspace. Localization techniques (e.g. [2, 8])

can be applied to reduce the uncertainty of the esti-

Figure 1: Motion plans using odometry based commands (a),

landmark localizations (b) and wall-following commands (c)

mated con�guration. One may also use sensor-based

motion commands which are more tolerant to errors

than classical position-controlled commands. Sensor-

based control generally considers the development of

speci�c primitives (e.g., wall-following using ultrasonic

sensors [10] or vision [13]), without connection with

a planning component. In situations where much is

known in advance on the environment, it may be

preferable to combine such sensor-based commands

with a planning component reasonning onto the uncer-

tainty possibly accumulated during the motions and

onto the capacities of the available sensing functions.

Such component may allow to use the available knowl-

edge to produce robust motions plans that will reliably

guide the robot towards its goal.

The paper illustrates this approach with the algo-

rithms that have been developped and integrated onto

the Hilare2mobile robot for achieving robust naviga-

tion in an a priori known o�ce-like environment [11].

The robustness comes from the link between a plan-

ning component [1] reasoning onto uncertainties and

sensor-based motion control [10].

2 Motion primitives

We �rst introduce the several types of motion prim-

itives that are considered both at planning and execu-

tion level:

� Free space motions: the move primitives corre-

spond to classical position-controlled commands

using odometry. The position error is de�ned as

a function of the distance covered by the robot.



The move landmark primitive is controlled by the

measure provided by an external sensor (eg. cam-

era) which allows to maintain the position error

to the sensor accuracy.

� Guarded motions: move to contact executes a

straight line motion stopped when an obstacle is

detected. This allows to reset the position error

along the direction orthogonal to the edge. A

parallelize primitive can then be used to align the

robot with a wall.

� Sensor-based motions: wall follow is a com-

posed sensor-based command for following a suc-

cession of walls. Several events (corner detection,

traveled distance...) are checked during its exe-

cution. This primitive only accumulates error in

the direction of the followed wall because of the

use of the odometric sensor to determine the cov-

ered distance. However, this error can be reduced

when corners are detected during the wall follow-

ing.

3 Robust motion strategies

Given a model of the uncertainty accumulated by

the motion primitives de�ned above, we consider the

problem of computing a motion strategy composed by

a sequence of such primitives. A robust motion strat-

egy should guarantee that the robot, starting from an

uncertain initial position, can reliably reach its goal

with an error lower than a pre-speci�ed value, despite

the errors accumulated by the motion commands. It

should also contain the corrective sensor-based mo-

tions needed to reduce the error (e.g. by entering in

landmark regions or by detecting some walls or corners

in the environment).
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Figure 2: Example of motion strategies

Figure 2 shows the uncertainty evolution for di�er-

ent motion strategies that may be used to solve the

same planning problem. Free space motions (strat-

egy 1) would not allow in this example to connect the

\Init" and \Goal" positions since the accumulated er-

ror would be too important to safely pass the doorway.

Strategy 2 solves the problem by traversing a land-

mark region (within which the uncertainty remains

bounded) whereas strategy 3 illustrates the evolution

of uncertainty using wall-following motions.

We proposed several algorithms for solving di�erent

instances of such problem (related problems were also

adressed in several other works -e.g. [15, 7, 9, 12]).

The algorithm [14] produces a sequence of follow-wall

commands, based onto an analytic computation of

reachability regions in the parameter space of these

commands. The landmark-based planner [3] devel-

opped in the context of outdoors navigation takes into

account possible error reduction by introducing move-

landmark commands inside the motion plan. The

planning algorithm [1] described below and that was

integrated onto our Hilare2 robot o�ers more pow-

erfull capabilities: it is able , whenever possible to

navigate without localizing the robot when the task

does not impose it (free-space motions may be faster

than following a wall), and also allows to combinewall-

follow and move-landmark commands for error reduc-

tion.

4 Planning algorithm

The planner [1] considers a polygonal description of

the obstacles and also a set of landmark regions where

the robot can be relocalized in the environment. The

algorithm is based on the propagation of a numerical

potential modeling the uncertainty evolution and on a

geometric analysis of the reachability of environments

features (walls or landmark regions).
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Figure 3: Numerical potential with possible error reduction

by following a wall (a) or entering in landmark regions ( b)

During the propagation of the potential, collisions

are checked between the obstacles and the robot shape

grown by the current uncertainty. The robot is ap-

proximated by its enclosing disk during the free-space

motions. The exact shape is only considered during

the wall-following commands for which the robot has



to be aligned with the wall. This allows to solve con-

strained problems (eg. crossing of narrow doorways)

where the circular approximationwould be too conser-

vative, while only considering a two-dimensional con-

�guration space.
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Figure 4: Visibility test for guarded motions

When the propagation reaches a position which may

collide with a given edge because of a too large un-

certainty, a geometric visibility test is performed to

check if a guarded motion is guaranteed to end onto

this edge (Fig. 4). When this test succeeds, the algo-

rithm starts from this position a propagation adapted

to the uncertainty model of the wall follow commands

(Fig. 3-a). Similarly, a propagation adapted to the

move landmark command is started at positions where

the robot grown by its current uncertainty is included

in a landmark region (Fig. 3-b).

Figure 5: Examples of computed strategies

Finally, once the goal position is reached with an

admissible uncertainty, the motion plan is deduced by

backchaining con�gurations from the goal to the initial

position. The strategies returned by the planner either

minimize the distance crossed by the robot (see Fig.

5-left, ignoring in this case relocalizations when the

task does not impose it) or the �nal uncertainty (Fig.

5-right).

5 Experimentations

This section illustrates some of the experiments that

have been performed in our laboratory to demonstrate

the robustness of the approach. The Hilare2 mobile

robot is equipped with a belt of 32 sonars and a laser

range �nder. Sonar data are used for the wall-follow,

move to contact and parallelize actions. The laser is

used for edge detection and corner matching during a

wall-following.

The sensor-based motion primitives are de�ned at

the execution level by speci�c functions called Task-

Potential functions [10, 11]. The task potential is a

non convex potential function that allows to express a

sensor-based action in a space parametrized in terms

of the sensor output variables. The execution of the

task corresponds to a gradient descent of a global po-

tential composed linearly from several elementary po-

tential functions.
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Figure 6: Experiment 1

Figure 6 shows the trace of the motion plan executed

by Hilare2 during one of the experiments. Given the

rough estimate of the initial position, the goal is not

reachable using a direct open-loop free-space motion.

The planner strategy was to generate several sensor-

based actions (move to contact, follow wall until ver-

tex) to reduce the uncertainty, then the goal could be

reached with open-loop actions.
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Figure 7: Experiment 2

The experiment of �gure 7 corresponds to a case



where the wall cannot be reliably reached with open-

loop actions, because of their uncertainty evolution.

The motion plan �rst reduces the position error by

using the landmark zone before seeking the contact

with the wall.
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Figure 8: Experiment 3

Finally, a more signi�cant task is shown in Figure 8.

Starting with a rough estimate of its initial position

(A) inside the laboratory, the robot has to cross a con-

strained doorway and then to move in a long corridor

in order to reach the goal (B), and �nally to go back.

to the initial position (A). The robot executed this 60

meters roundtrip from the motion plan computed by

the planning component, and shown in Figure 8. One

can note that this navigation task would have been

hardly feasible with open-loop motions because of the

important traveled distance in a rather constrainted

environement. This task, performed with our sensor-

based planning and control algorithms, was successful

almost at every execution.
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